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Research Field
As biological processes all stem from chemical events, it should be possible to understand or
manipulate biological events by using chemistry. As chemical biologists, our challenge is to
discover or design unique organic molecules, 'super tools' that modulate fundamental
processes in human cells. Our job is creation: designing a new world of bioactive synthetic
molecules, with unique and novel uses, forms and sizes. The future for small-molecule
applications is open before us, in a range of fields, including future drug discovery and cell
therapy. Prof. Uesugi also provides the first edX course from Japan, “The Chemistry of Life,”
to create a new educational path for millions of learners worldwide.

Research Resources
Wyatt DynaPro
PlateReader-II
384-Well DLS Instrument

Yokogawa CV1000
96-Well Confocal
Microscope

Chemical Library

Selected Recent Publications
Dr. Uesugi and his co-workers aim to gain a fundamental understanding of biological events
through the study of small or mid-sized molecules.
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